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GENERAL INFORMATION



Overview

� The recreational program is considered a learning 
program. The philosophy is for players to develop a love 
for the game of soccer while learning new skills and 
having fun with new friends.

� The recreational program is for all players, whether new 
or experienced, from ages 4-18.

� Registration for the recreational level is open to all boys 
and girls to play. No tryouts are held in recreational 
soccer. The recreational teams are coached by 
volunteers, usually a parent of one of the team players.



Team Formation

� All Under 10 (U10) and above teams will stay together 
for the Fall and Spring season, and in the Spring season, 
new players will be added to teams to fill in for players 
who do not return from the Fall. 

� Under 6 (U6) and Under 8 (U8) teams are redrafted each 
season.



Seasons

� There are two seasons for recreation outdoor soccer a year, the 
Fall season which typically starts games the weekend after Labor 
Day and the Spring season which usually starts games the first 
weekend of March. Each season has approximately 8-10 games.

� All games will be played at RYSA for U6, U8 and U10.

� U12 and older teams may be required to travel outside of RYSA 
to play games. If there are not enough RYSA teams in a season, 
the RYSA teams will be interleague scheduled to play against 
other neighboring Ga Soccer Clubs which would require the 
teams to travel for half of their games and the other half of their 
games would be played at RYSA.
We also offer Winter Indoor Recreation Soccer. Please check the 
Indoor Section on the website at www.rysa.net for more 
information.

http://www.rysa.net


Schedule information

� The game schedule is available approximately one week 
before the season starts. All teams must be formed before the 
scheduling process can even start. RYSA has in-house games to 
schedule which are easy to do since that only involves RYSA 
teams and RYSA fields. RYSA also has to schedule games 
involving other associations playing RYSA teams at RYSA. This 
scheduling is done through Ga Soccer and involves about 100 
other leagues throughout Ga through the Ga Soccer website. 
Sometimes Ga Soccer does not release the schedules until the 
week of the start of the season, so that is usually the reason 
for the delay in the schedules being published. As soon as the 
schedules are done, they will be available on the Recreational 
Soccer link on the RYSA Website.



Practices

� Practices usually start one week before the first game. Most 
games are scheduled on Saturdays starting as early as 8am 
and the last games typically will not start after 5pm on 
Saturday. There may be a few games on Friday evenings 
starting after 6pm and there could be a Sunday afternoon 
game or 2 during the season, with all Sunday games starting 
after 1pm.

� Under 6 (U6) and Under 8 (U8) teams practice once a week, 
Under 10 (U10) and older teams may practice twice a week. 
Recreation players should be ready to commit to attending 
the practice sessions during the week and also the games on 
the weekends for the entire season.

� Recreational practice are held at RYSA. 



Player Equipment

� All players must wear shin guards during all practices 
and games. Players will need soccer cleats, no baseball 
cleats are allowed. Athletic shorts of any kind to play 
and practice in. Every player will need a size 
appropriate soccer ball. U6 and U8 use a size 3 soccer 
ball. U10 and U12 use a size 4 soccer ball. U14, U16 and 
U19 use a size 5 soccer ball. Sun screen is recommended 
for warm months. A water bottle with water or sports 
drink should always be available during all practices and 
games 



Field Status and weather updates

� All practices will need to be cancelled in the presence 
of lightning and thunder. If a thunder storm develops 
during a practice session and thunder and lightning are 
present, clear the fields immediately and seek shelter 
in a building or in your car. You must wait 30 minutes 
from the last bolt of lightning in order to return to the 
field.   

� For practice cancellations, contact your coach. For 
game cancellations, please check the RYSA website at 
www.rysa.net. Any field closures on game day will be 
posted on the front page of the website.

http://www.rysa.net/


Uniforms

� RYSA uses a two color jersey system. Your player will wear their blue 
jersey when they are designated the “home” team and their gray jersey 
when designated the “away” team.

� U6 & U8 players –Uniform consists of one blue t-shirt and one gray t-
shirt. Players will need to wear black soccer shorts and black soccer 
socks.

� U10 & above – Uniform consists of one blue numbered jersey and one 
numbered gray jersey. Players will need to wear black soccer shorts and 
black soccer socks.

� All items can be purchased through our online rec store at 
soccer.com. Visit the uniform tab of our website for specific instructions.

� TEAMS ARE NOT ALLOWED TO PURCHASE UNIFORMS OUTSIDE OF WHAT IS 
STATED ABOVE



PLAYER PASSES: U12 AND UP

� Once the rosters are set and confirmed, a headshot of 
each player and coach will need to be submitted to the 
Club Administrator to create player cards that will need 
to be presented at all of your games.



Initial Contact

� Every season RYSA is in need of volunteer coaches, so 
there is usually a 1-2 week period of the Rec Director 
and Program Directors trying to find coaches to coach 
the remaining teams. 

� Once teams are set, coaches should contact the players 
and parents via email and/or phone call. You should 
introduce yourself as the coach of the team, set 
practice times, days and location. A picture or a 
description of yourself may be beneficial in the first 
email so that players/ parents know who to look for.



Initial Contact  continued

� Inform parents that schedules will be provided by the RYSA 
scheduler and posted to the website, but they should expect 
games every Saturday, and occasionally on Sundays or Fridays.

� U12 and up teams are scheduled through GA soccer and they 
will be available once the age group coordinators have put 
them into the system

� It may be a good idea to have some help so ask for assistance 
to get a Team manager who could handle the administrative 
duties of the team as well as an assistant coach who may be 
able to assist on days that you are sick or unable to attend 
practice. ( The assistant coach will need to have a 
background check)



Meeting the parents

� A parent meeting within your first few practices is 
highly recommended.

� Parents should be informed of practices, game 
schedules, snack schedule, expected sideline behavior 
and any other pertinent information

� General philosophy of the recreational program which 
as stated in previous slides is:
� The recreational program is considered a learning program. 

The philosophy is for players to develop a love for the 
game of soccer while learning new skills and having fun 
with new friends.



Setting up Practice

� Having a plan is key!! Pre plan your sessions and arrive early to 
the field to set up

� Commitment to practices is important for coaches and players. 
There is a huge correlation between attendance at practice and 
improving  on the field. So make sure that everyone is on the 
same page.

� Stick to your start and end schedule for practice as there may be 
another team scheduled to practice after your session. If a 
parent is late picking up their child, do not leave the child alone.

� Can I bring friends to practice and games to be allowed to play 
or participate in practice?
� ABSOLUTELY NOT. Due to liability issues, only registered players may 

participate in practices and games.



Game Conduct

� RYSA follows the rules established by United States Soccer 
Federation (USSF) and Georgia Youth Soccer Association. 
However, since U6-U10 games are in house, RYSA may modify the 
rules to allow for the best learning and development of the 
players.

� Check out the RYSA website under the recreation tab for the 
rules for each age group

� Expected sideline conduct of the coach:  
� Let the kids play. Constant yelling or instructing of the players 

reduces the amount of creativity from the players
� Teach good sportsmanship
� Allow the referee to be in charge of the game
� Emphasis should be on having fun and development, not on winning.



Game conduct

� Players should be afforded equal playing time

� Substitutions:
� U6- U10: Unlimited. Players stand at the half line until the 

ball is out of play and the referee allows for the 
substitution to occur

� U12 and above- Unlimited. Payers stand at the half line and 
are allowed to sub into the game when the ball is out of 
bounds for a goal kick or if their team has a throw in.

�



Awards

� At the end of each fall and spring season. RYSA provides 
medals for U6 and U8 players. Some teams like to 
incorporate this into an end of season party or get 
together. This will be completely on each team as RYSA 
does not organize these events.



Future Curriculum
What each age group should be 
working on
We are implementing US Soccer’s 
play-practice- play practice 
curriculum and structure. All of 
our themes for practice should 
center around four broad 
scenarios that players experience 
during the game: attacking, 
defending, losing the ball and 
winning the ball. Practices should 
be more player centered, instead 
of coach centered



U6 Curriculum

� Current curriculum:

� Main goals:
� Improving balance and coordination
� Improving ball mastery and dribbling with different surfaces of 

feet
� Improving speed dribbling or running with the ball
� Intro to passing with the inside of the foot
� HAVE FUN

� We won’t strictly teach striking with the laces (we won’t 
discourage it), crossing and finishing, set pieces, formations or 
field positions

� Remember the 3 Ls- No lines, No laps, No lectures



U8 Curriculum

� Main goals:
� Improve ball mastery and dribbling with different surfaces 

of feet
� Improving passing and receiving with the inside of the feet
� Improve striking with the laces
� HAVE FUN

� We won’t strictly teach crossing and finishing, set pieces, 
formations or field positions though spreading out when in 
possession should be encouraged



U10 curriculum

� Main goals:
� Fine tuning ball mastery and dribbling
� Receiving balls on the ground and in the air with multiple 

surfaces
� Improving receiving and turning skills
� Shooting and finishing



U12 Curriculum

� Main technical goals:
� Fine tuning ball mastery and dribbling
� Receiving balls on the ground and in the air with multiple 

surfaces
� Improving receiving and turning skills
� Striking long balls
� Shooting and finishing
� Heading for true U12 aged players 

� Main tactical goals:
� Team shape
� 1st and 2nd attacker roles
� 1st and 2nd defender roles



U14 and above curriculum

� Main technical goals:
� Ball mastery at higher speeds
� Receiving balls on the ground and in the air with multiple 

surfaces
� Dribbling and passing for possession with the use of deception
� Crossing and finishing
� Attacking an defending techniques

� Main tactical goals:
� Team shape
� Speed of play and penetrating with dribbling and passing
� Offensive and defensive transition
� Defending and attacking set pieces
� Possession with a purpose



Practice plan template

� Warm up: Typically involve a ball to each player or two

� Technical session: Players work on ball 
mastery/dribbling using different surfaces or for older 
players passing and shooting

� Small sided game: Put players into games where the 
techniques that they worked on are being put into 
practice

� Game: Depending on the numbers available to you at 
practice divide the team and scrimmage. Use natural 
stoppages for 



Rules

� Rules posted to the website



Recommended formations 

� U10:
� 2-3-1 or 3-2-1
� Build out line: promotes building out of the back in a less 

pressured setting

� U12: 
� 3-2-3 or 3-3-2

� U14:

� 4-3-3


